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MEDICARE

Part A Intermediary.
Part B Caniel

DME RegionalCarrier

November 22,2005

A,nthony Velazquez, President

Lt.S. Orthotics, Inc.
8605 Palm River Road
Tampa, FL 33619

Re: Neoprene Knee Support (Model K5)

Dear Mr, Velazquez:

This letter is in response to your recenr inquiry for eoding verification of the above listed product(s)

manufactured by your ru*p*y" The Statistieal analysis Durable Medisal Equipment Regional Canier

(SADMERC) hai reviewed the documentation and information submitted for HCPCS Coding. The

SADMERC conducts reviews of products to determine the correct HCPCS code(s) of DMEPOS product(s)

for Medicare billing.

It is our determination that the Medicare HCPCS code(s) to bill the four Durable Medical Equipment

Regional Carriers (DMERCO is/are:

Ll8l0 Knee Orthosis, elastic with joints, prefabricated, includes fitting and adjustment.

This HCpCS coding decision applies to the submitted product(s) as presented to and reviewed by the

SADMERC Any mlodifications to the product(s) could change the HCPCS code and would need to be

reviewed for coding verification, The ajsignment of a HCPCS oode to the product(s) should in no way be

construed ut * rpf,.oval or endorsement of the product(s) by SADMERC or Medieare, nor does it imply or

guarantee claim reimbursement or covefage. Foiquestions regarding claim coverage or reimbursement please

eofiact your regional DMERC,

Should you disagree with this coding decision, a re-review of the product(s) can be initiated. The SADMERC

will provide a re-review if the request is made within 45 days of the date of this letter and additional

documentation is provided supporting the request. If a rcqu.Jt for a re-review is made after 45 days, the

request is treated .* . n.* coding virification Review and a complete application must be submitted along

wiitr ttre additional documentation supporting the request'

Palmetto GBA
Statlstlcal Analysis Durable Medical Equipment Regional Canler

Post Office Box 100143 | Columbia, South Cerolina ' 292Q2'3143
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